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Actions, relation to intentions 
  
Think not that pleasing God lies so much in performing numerous good works as in performing them 

with good will, and without attachment and respect to persons. 
‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 56  

  
 

Aims 
  
In order to conquer the strength of the desires of sense, it would need, not only to have love for its 

Spouse [God], but also to be enkindled by love and to have yearnings. For it comes to pass, and so it is, that 
with such yearnings of desire the sensual nature is moved and attracted toward sensual things, so that, if the 
spiritual part be not enkindled with other and greater yearnings for that which is spiritual, it will be unable 
to throw off the yoke of nature or to enter this night of sense, neither will it have courage to remain in 
darkness as to all things, depriving itself of desire for them all. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.XIV  
  
 

Asceticism 
  
For the mortifying and calming of the four natural passions, which are joy, hope, fear, and grief, from 

the concord and pacification whereof come these and other blessings, the counsels here following are of the 
greatest help, and of great merit, and the source of great virtues. 

Strive always to prefer, not that which is easiest, but that which is most difficult; 
Not that which is most delectable, but that which is most unpleasing; 
Not that which gives most pleasure, but rather that which gives least; 
Not that which is restful, but that which is wearisome; 
Not that which is consolation, but rather that which is disconsolateness; 
Not that which is greatest, but that which is least; 
Not that which is loftiest and most precious, but that which is lowest and most despised; 
Not that which is a desire for anything, but that which is a desire for nothing; 
Strive to go about seeking not the best of temporal things, but the worst. 
Strive thus to desire to enter into complete detachment and emptiness and poverty, with respect to 

everything that is in the world, for Christ's sake. 
From the ‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ 1.13  

  
One must greatly lament the ignorance of certain men, who burden themselves with extraordinary 

penances and with many other voluntary practices, and think that this practice or that will suffice to bring 
them to the union of Divine Wisdom; but such will not be the case if they endeavor not diligently to 
mortify their desires. If they were careful to bestow half of that labor on this, they would profit more in a 
month than they profit by all the other practices in many years. For, just as it is necessary to till the earth if 
it is to bear fruit, and unless it be tilled it bears naught but weeds, just so is mortification of the desires 
necessary if the soul is to profit. Without this mortification, I make bold to say, the soul no more achieves 
progress on the road to perfection and to the knowledge of God and of itself, however many efforts it may 
make, than the seed grows when it is cast upon untilled ground. Wherefore the darkness and rudeness of the 
soul will not be taken from it until the desires be quenched. For these desires are like cataracts, or like 
motes in the eye, which obstruct the sight until they be taken away. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.VIII.4  
  
Until the desires be lulled to sleep by the mortifications of sensuality, and sensuality itself be mortified 

in them, so that it shall war against the spirit no more, the soul cannot go forth in perfect liberty to union 
with the Beloved. 

From 'Ascent of Mount Carmel' bk.i ch.xv  
  
Upon this road we must ever journey in order to attain our goal; which means that we must ever be 

mortifying our desires and not indulging them; and if they are not all completely mortified we shall not 
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completely attain. For even as a log of wood may fail to be transformed in the fire because a single degree 
of heat is wanting to it, even so the soul will not be transformed in God if it have but one imperfection, 
although it be something less than voluntary desire; for … the soul has only one will, and that will, if it be 
embarrassed by aught and set upon aught, is not free, solitary and pure, as is necessary for Divine 
transformation. 

Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.XI  
  
 

Breath and breathing 
  
And in the transformation which the soul experiences in this life, this same breathing of God into the 

soul, and of the soul into God, is very frequent, and brings the most sublime delight of love to the soul, 
albeit not in a degree revealed and manifest, as in the next life. … This happens, after the manners 
described, to the blessed in the next life and to the perfect in this. And there is no need to consider it 
impossible that the soul should be capable of aught so high as to breathe in God as God breathes in her by a 
mode of participation. For, since God grants her the favor of uniting her in the Must Holy Trinity, wherein 
she becomes deiform and God by participation, how is it a thing incredible that she should also perform her 
work of understanding, knowledge and love like the Trinity itself. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXXIX.4  
  
 

Christianity, Christians 
  
The Christian, then, must rejoice, not in the performing of good works and the following of good 

customs, but in doing them for the love of God alone, without respect to aught else soever. For, inasmuch 
as good works that are done to serve God alone will have the greater reward in glory, the greater will be the 
confusion in the presence of God of those who have done them for other reasons. 

The Christian, then, if he will direct his rejoicing to God with regard to moral good, must realize that 
the value of his good works, fasts, alms, penances, etc., is based, not upon the number or the quality of 
them, but upon the love of God which inspires him to do them. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XXVII.4-5  
  
 

Contemplation 
  
And, as God in this delicate communication is both light and love, He informs these two faculties 

equally, though at times He acts on the one more than on the other. At times, therefore, the soul is more 
conscious of understanding than of love, and at other times it is more conscious of love than of 
understanding; and at times all is understanding, and there is hardly any love; while at other times all is 
love and there is no understanding. And thus, as far as the acts are concerned which the soul performs on its 
own account, there can be no love without understanding; but in the acts which God performs in the soul, it 
is different, for He can communicate Himself in the one faculty and not in the other. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.42  
  
As God comes not within any image or form, neither is contained within any particular kind of 

intelligence, so the soul, in order to reach God, must likewise come within no distinct form or kind of 
intelligence. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XVI  
  
Contemplation is receiving, and it is not possible that this loftiest wisdom and lineage of contemplation 

can be received save in a spirit that is silent and detached from sweetness and knowledge. 
‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.33  

  
In this blessed night of contemplation God guides the soul by a road so solitary and so secret, so remote 

and alien from sense, that nothing belonging thereto, nor any created thing, can approach to disturb it or 
detain it on the road to the union of love.  
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Let the soul, then, remain ‘enclosed,’ without anxieties and troubles, and He … will enter spiritually 
into the soul, without its knowing how He does so, when the doors of its faculties—memory, understanding 
and will—are enclosed against all apprehensions. And He will fill them with peace, coming down upon the 
soul, as the prophet says, like a river of peace, and taking from it all the misgivings and suspicions, 
disturbances and darknesses which caused it to fear that it was lost or was on the way to being so. Let it not 
grow careless about prayer, and let it wait in detachment and emptiness, for its blessing will not tarry. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.III.6  
  
Oh, souls! Since God is showing you such sovereign mercies as to lead you through this state of 

solitude and recollection, withdrawing you from your labors of sense, return not to sense again. Lay aside 
your operations, for, though once, when you were beginners they helped you to deny the world and 
yourselves, they will now be a great obstacle and hindrance to you, since God is granting you the grace of 
Himself working within you. If you are careful to set your faculties upon naught soever, withdrawing them 
from everything and in no way hindering them, which is the proper part for you to play in this state, and if 
you only wait upon God with loving and pure attentiveness, as I said above, in the way which I there 
described (working no violence to the soul save to detach it from everything and set it free, lest you disturb 
and spoil its peace or tranquility), God will feed your soul for you with heavenly food, since you are not 
hindering Him. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.56  
  
Oh, spiritual director, remember that it is to give the soul this freedom and holy rest which belongs to 

His sons that God calls it into the wilderness. There it journeys clad in festal robes, and with jewels of 
silver and of gold, having now despoiled Egypt and taken away its riches. And not only so, but the 
Egyptians are drowned in the sea of contemplation, where the Egyptian of sense finds no support or 
foothold, and sets free the child of God—that is, the spirit that has gone forth from the narrow limits and 
bounds of natural operation (which is to say from its lowly understanding, its crude perception, and its 
miserable liking). 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.33  
  
Seek in reading and you shall find in meditation; knock in prayer and it shall be opened to you in 

contemplation. 
‘Points of Love’ 64  

  
The way in which they are to conduct themselves in this night of sense is to devote themselves not at all 

to reasoning and meditation, since this is not the time for it, but to allow the soul to remain in peace and 
quietness, although it may seem clear to them that they are doing nothing and are wasting their time, and 
although it may appear to them that it is because of their weakness that they have no desire in that state to 
think of anything. The truth is that they will be doing quite sufficient if they have patience and persevere in 
prayer without making any effort. What they must do is merely to leave the soul free and disencumbered 
and at rest from all knowledge and thought, troubling not themselves, in that state, about what they shall 
think or meditate upon, but contenting themselves with merely a peaceful and loving attentiveness toward 
God, and in being without anxiety, without the ability and without desire to have experience of Him or to 
perceive Him. For all these yearnings disquiet and distract the soul from the peaceful quiet and sweet ease 
of contemplation which is here granted it. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.I ch.X.4  
  
This night, wherein the soul desires to see these things, is contemplation; for contemplation is dark, and 

for that reason is called by its other name, ‘mystical theology,’ which signifies secret and hidden wisdom of 
God, wherein without noise of words and without the service and aid of any bodily or spiritual sense, as in 
the silence and quiet of the night, hidden by darkness from all that is of the senses and of nature, God 
teaches the soul after a most hidden and secret manner, without her knowing how; this is that which some 
spiritual men call ‘understanding yet understanding not.’ For this is not done by the active understanding, 
as the philosophers call it, which works in forms and fancies and apprehensions of things; but it is done in 
the understanding inasmuch as it is possible and passive, when, without receiving such forms, it passively 
receives substantial knowledge, which is given to it without any active office or work of its own. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza XXXVIII.9  
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When the spiritual person cannot meditate, let him learn to be still in God, fixing his loving attention 
upon Him, in the calm of his understanding, although he may think himself to be doing nothing. For thus, 
little by little and very quickly, Divine calm and peace will be infused into his soul, together with a 
wondrous and sublime knowledge of God, enfolded in Divine love. And let him not meddle with forms, 
meditations and imaginings, or with any kind of reasoning, lest his soul be disturbed, and brought out of its 
contentment and peace. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XV  
  
 

Creation, from the waste of the gods 
  
All created things are crumbs that have fallen from the table of God. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.VI  
  
 

Desire 
  
Desire blinds and darkens the soul; for desire, as such, is blind, since of itself it has no understanding in 

itself, the reason being to it always, as it were, a child leading a blind man. And hence it comes to pass that, 
whensoever the soul is guided by its desire, it becomes blind. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.VIII  
  
For he that is blinded by desire has this property, that, when he is set in the midst of truth and of that 

which is good for him, he can no more see them than if he were in darkness. 
‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.VIII  

  
For this is the nature of one that has desires, that he is ever discontented and dissatisfied, like one that 

suffers hunger; for what has the hunger which all the creatures suffer to do with the fullness which is 
caused by the Spirit of God? 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.VI  
  
I knew thee not, my Lord, because I still desired to know and delight in things. 

‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 30  
  
If the desire of the will be dispersed among other things than virtue, it must be weaker as regards virtue. 

And thus the soul whose will is set upon various trifles is like water, which, having a place below wherein 
to empty itself, never rises; and such a soul has no profit. … 

And the desires weaken the virtue of the soul, because they are to it like the shoots that grow about a 
tree, and take away its virtue so that it cannot bring forth so much fruit. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.X  
  
It must be known, then, that the desire is the mouth of the will, which opens wide when it is not 

impeded or filled with any morsel—that is, with any pleasure; for, when the desire is set upon anything, it 
becomes constrained, and apart from God everything is constraint. And therefore, in order for the soul to 
succeed in reaching God and to become united with Him, it must have the mouth of its will opened to God 
alone, and freed from any morsel of desire, to the end that God may satisfy it and fill it with His love and 
sweetness, and it may still have that hunger and thirst for God alone and refuse to be satisfied with aught 
else, since here on earth it cannot taste God as He is; and furthermore, that which it can taste, if it so desire, 
as I say, impedes it. 

‘Letter XI’ to a Religious  
  
Renounce your desires and you shall find that which your heart desires. 

‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 15  
  
With regard to the first, it is clear that the desires weary and fatigue the soul; for they are like restless 

and discontented children, who are ever demanding this or that from their mother, and are never contented. 
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And even as one that digs because he covets a treasure is wearied and fatigued, even so is the soul wearied 
and fatigued in order to attain that which its desires demand of it; and although in the end it may attain it, it 
is still weary, because it is never satisfied; for, after all, the cisterns which it is digging are broken, and 
cannot hold water to satisfy thirst. As Isaias says: His desire is empty. And the soul that has desires is 
wearied and fatigued; for it is like a man that is sick of a fever, who finds himself no better until the fever 
leaves him, and whose thirst increases with every moment. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.VI.6  
  

Detachment, dispassion 
  
And thus it is clear that no distinct object from among all objects that the will can enjoy is God. 

Wherefore, in order to become united with Him, a man must empty and strip himself of every inordinate 
affection of desire and pleasure for all that can be distinctly enjoyed, whether it be high or low, temporal or 
spiritual, to the end that the soul may be purged and clean from all inordinate desires, joys and pleasures 
whatsoever and may thus be wholly occupied, with all its affections, in loving God. For, if in any wise the 
will can comprehend God and become united with Him, it is by no apprehensible means of the desire, but 
by love; and, as neither delight nor sweetness nor any pleasure that can pertain to the will is love, it follows 
that none of these delectable feelings can be a proportionate means whereby the will may unite itself with 
God, but only the operation of the will, for the operation of the will is very different from its feeling; it is 
through the operation that it becomes united with God, and has its end in Him. 

‘Letter XI’ to a Religious  
  
First, let the soul strive to work in its own despite, and desire all to do so. Secondly, let it strive to speak 

in its own despite and desire all to do so. Third, let it strive to think humbly of itself, in its own despite, and 
desire all to do so. … 

In order to arrive at having pleasure in everything, desire to have pleasure in nothing.  
In order to arrive at possessing everything, desire to possess nothing.  
In order to arrive at being everything, desire to be nothing.  
In order to arrive at knowing everything, desire to know nothing.  
In order to arrive at that wherein you have no pleasure, you must go by a way wherein you have no 

pleasure. 
In order to arrive at that which you know not, you must go by a way that you know not. 
In order to arrive at that which you possess not, you must go by a way that you possess not. 
In order to arrive at that which you are not, you must go through that which you are not. … 
When your mind dwells upon anything, you are ceasing to cast yourself upon the All. For, in order to 

pass from the all to the All, you have to deny yourself wholly in all. And, when you come to possess it 
wholly, you must possess it without desiring anything. For, if you will have anything in having all, you 
have not your treasure purely in God. 

In this detachment the spiritual soul finds its quiet and repose; for, since it covets nothing, nothing 
wearies it when it is lifted up, and nothing oppresses it when it is cast down, because it is in the center of its 
humility; but, when it covets anything, at that very moment it becomes wearied. 

From the ‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ 1.13  
  
If you desire devotion to be born in your spirit and the love of God and desire for Divine things to grow, 

cleanse your soul of every desire and attachment and pretension, so that you care nothing for anything. For 
just as a sick man, when he has cast out the evil humor, is at once conscious of good health and there comes 
to him a desire to eat, just so shall you recover your health in God if you attend to yourself in this matter; 
and otherwise, however much you do, it shall profit you nothing. 

‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 75  
  
So he that journeys on the road and makes the ascent to God must needs be habitually careful to quell 

and mortify the desires; and the greater the speed wherewith a soul does this, the sooner will it reach the 
end of its journey. Until these be quelled, it cannot reach the end, however much it practices the virtues, 
since it is unable to attain to perfection in them; for this perfection consists in voiding and stripping and 
purifying the soul of every desire. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.V  
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The soul is not empty, so long as the desire for sensible things remains. But the absence of this desire 
for things produces emptiness and liberty of soul; even when there is an abundance of possessions. 

From 'Ascent of Mount Carmel' 1.i.ch.iii  
  
The spiritual man has greater joy and comfort in creatures, if he detaches himself from them; and he can 

have no joy in them, if he considers them as his own. 
quoted in "Mystical Element of Religion", by Von Hügel 

  
Wherefore, in order to journey to God, the will has rather to be continually detaching itself from 

everything delectable and pleasant than to be conceiving an attachment to it. In this way it completely 
fulfills the precept of love, which is to love God above all things; and this cannot be unless it have spiritual 
emptiness and detachment with regard to them all. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.43  
  
Without labor you shall subject people and things shall serve you, if you forget both them and yourself. 

‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 66  
  
 

Ecstasy, rapture 
  
For at times the torture felt in such visits of rapture is so great that there is no torture which so wrenches 

asunder the bones and straitens the physical nature—so much so that unless God provided for the soul its 
life would come to an end. And in truth, to the soul which experiences it, it seems indeed to be ended, 
because it feels as though the soul is detached from the flesh and the body is unprotected. The reason for 
this is that such favors cannot be received by one that is wholly in the flesh, because the spirit is raised up 
to commune with the Divine Spirit which comes to the soul, and thus it has perforce in some manner to 
abandon the flesh. And hence it is that the flesh has to suffer, and, consequently, the soul that is in the flesh, 
through the unity which they have in one being. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza XII.3  
  
 

Experience, desire for spiritual 
  
Wherefore, in order to come to this essential union of love in God, the soul must have a care not to lean 

upon imaginary visions, nor upon forms or figures or particular objects of the understanding; for these 
cannot serve it as a proportionate and proximate means to such an end; rather they would disturb it, and for 
this reason the soul must renounce them and strive not to have them. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XVI  
  
 

Faith 
  
Although the understanding may be firmly and certainly consenting to [the things of faith], they are not 

things that are revealed to the understanding, since, if they were revealed to it, there would be no faith. So 
faith, although it brings certainty to the understanding, brings it not clearness, but obscurity. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.VI  
  
Faith is as dark as night is to the understanding (or, ‘faith is the night of the understanding’). 

'Dark Night of the Soul'  
  
 

First-hand accounts, Middle Ages 
  
I entered, but I knew not where, 
And there I stood not knowing, 
All science transcending. 
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I knew not where I entered, 
For when I stood within, 
Not knowing where I was, 
I heard great things. 
What I heard I will not tell: 
I was there as one who knew not, 
All science transcending. 
 
Of peace and devotion 
The knowledge was perfect, 
In solitude profound; 
The right way was clear, 
But so secret was it, 
That I stood babbling, 
All science transcending. 
 
I stood enraptured 
In ecstasy, beside myself, 
And in my every sense 
No sense remained. 
My spirit was endowed 
With understanding, understanding nought, 
All science transcending. 
 
The higher I ascended 
The less I understood. 
It is the dark cloud 
Illumining the night. 
Therefore he who understands 
Knows nothing ever, 
All science transcending. 
 
He who really ascends so high 
Annihilates himself, 
And all his previous knowledge 
Seems ever less and less; 
His knowledge so increases 
That he knows nothing, 
All science transcending. 
 
This knowing that knows nothing 
Is so potent in its might 
That the prudent in their reasoning 
Never can defeat it; 
For their wisdom never reaches 
To the understanding that understands nothing, 
All science transcending. 
 
This sovereign wisdom 
Is of an excellence so high 
That no faculty nor science 
Can ever unto it attain. 
He who shall overcome himself 
By the knowledge which knows nothing 
Will always rise, 
All science transcending. 
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And if you would listen, 
This sovereign wisdom consists 
In a sense profound 
Of the essence of God: 
It is an act of His compassion, 
To leave us, nought understanding, 
All science transcending. 

                
  
 

Giving, and receiving 
  
The end of all things is love, which is subject to the will, whose property is to give and not to receive; 

[whereas] the property of the understanding … is to receive and not to give. 
‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXXVIII  

  
 

God, as love 
  
God is pleased with naught save love. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXVII (Annotation)  
  
 

God, as unknowable 
  
For all that can be understood by the understanding, that can be tasted by the will, and that can be 

invented by the imagination is most unlike to God and bears no proportion to Him. 
‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.VIII  

  
For the nearer the soul approaches God, the blacker is the darkness which it feels and the deeper is the 

obscurity which comes through its weakness; just as, the nearer a man approaches the sun, the greater are 
the darkness and affliction caused him through the great splendor of the sun and through the weakness and 
impurity of his eyes. In the same way, so immense is the spiritual light of God, and so greatly does it 
transcend our natural understanding, that the nearer we approach it, the more it blinds and darkens us. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XVI  
  
He that would journey towards union with God must needs believe in His Being, and in the perfection 

of the Divine Being. As though he had said: He that would attain to being joined in a union with God must 
not walk by understanding, neither lean upon experience or feeling or imagination, but he must believe in 
His Being, which is not perceptible to the understanding, neither to the desire nor to the imagination nor to 
any other sense, neither can it be known in this life at all. Yea, in this life, the highest thing that can be felt 
and experienced concerning God is infinitely remote from God and from the pure possession of Him. ‘That 
which God hath prepared for them that love Him neither eye hath seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it 
entered into the heart or thought of man. [see Cor.ii,9] 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.IV.4  
  
 

Greed, gluttony, cupidity 
  
Many of these beginners have also at times great spiritual avarice. They will be found to be 

discontented with the spirituality which God gives them; and they are very disconsolate and querulous 
because they find not in spiritual things the consolation that they would desire. Many can never have 
enough of listening to counsels and learning spiritual precepts, and of possessing and reading many books 
which treat of this matter, and they spend their time on all these things rather than on works of 
mortification and the perfecting of the inward poverty of spirit which should be theirs. Furthermore, they 
burden themselves with images and rosaries which are very curious; now they put down one, now take up 
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another; now they change about, now change back again; now they want this kind of thing, now that, 
preferring one kind of cross to another, because it is more curious. And others you will see adorned with 
agnusdeis [wax medallions of the Lamb of God] and relics and tokens, like children with trinkets. Here I 
condemn the attachment of the heart, and the affection which they have for the nature, multitude and 
curiosity of these things, inasmuch as it is quite contrary to poverty of spirit, which considers only the 
substance of devotion, makes use only of what suffices for that end and grows weary of this other kind of 
multiplicity and curiosity. For true devotion must issue from the heart, and consists in the truth and 
substance alone of what is represented by spiritual things; all the rest is affection and attachment 
proceeding from imperfection; and in order that one may pass to any kind of perfection it is necessary for 
such desires to be killed. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.I ch.III.1  
  
 

Help, from God 
  
However greatly the soul itself labors, it cannot actively purify itself so as to be in the least degree 

prepared for the Divine union of perfection of love, if God takes not its hand and purges it not in that dark 
fire. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.I ch.III  
  
 

Humans, relationship to God 
  
For as the sun, when it rises in the morning, will enter your house if you open the shutter, even so will 

God enter the soul that is empty and fill it with Divine blessings. 
‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza III.46  

  
God dwells secretly in all souls and is hidden in their substance; for, were this not so, they would be 

unable to exist. But there is a difference between these two manners of dwelling, and a great one. For in 
some He dwells alone, and in others He dwells not alone; in some He dwells contented and in others He 
dwells displeased; in some He dwells as in His house, ordering it and ruling everything, while in others He 
dwells as a stranger in the house of another, where He is not allowed to do anything or to give any 
commands. Where He dwells with the greatest content and most completely alone is in the soul wherein 
dwell fewest desires and pleasures of its own; here He is in His own house and rules and governs it. And 
the more completely alone does He dwell in the soul, the more secretly He dwells; and thus in this soul 
wherein dwells no desire neither any other image or form of aught that is created, He dwells most secretly, 
with the more intimate, more interior and closer embrace, according as the soul, as we say, is the more 
purely and completely withdrawn from all save God. And thus He dwells secretly, since the devil cannot 
attain to this place and to this embrace, neither can any understanding attain to a knowledge of the manner 
thereof. But He dwells not secretly with respect to the soul which is in this state of perfection, for it ever 
perceives that He is within it. Only when the Beloved causes these awakenings to take place does it seem to 
the soul that He Who aforetime was asleep in its bosom is awakening; and, although it felt and enjoyed His 
presence, it was as if the Beloved were asleep in its bosom; and the understanding and love of two persons 
cannot be mutually communicated until both have awakened. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza IV.14  
  
God is like a spring, whence everyone draws water according to the vessel which he carries. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XXI  
  
 

Humility, and humiliation 
  
God conceives not love for the soul by considering its greatness, but by considering the greatness of its 

humility. 
‘Points of Love’ 24  
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Virtue consists not in apprehensions and feelings concerning God, howsoever sublime they be, nor in 
anything of this kind that a man can feel within himself; but, on the contrary, in that which has nothing to 
do with feeling—namely, a great humility and contempt of oneself and of all that pertains to oneself, firmly 
rooted in the soul and keenly felt by it; and likewise in being glad that others feel in this very way 
concerning oneself and in not wishing to be of any account in the esteem of others. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.IX  
  
 

Identification, attachment 
  
He will find greater joy and recreation in the creatures through his detachment from them, for he cannot 

rejoice in them if he look upon them with attachment to them as to his own. Attachment is an anxiety that, 
like a bond, ties the spirit down to the earth and allows it no enlargement of heart. He will also acquire, in 
his detachment from things, a clear conception of them, so that he can well understand the truths relating to 
them, both naturally and supernaturally. He will therefore enjoy them very differently from one who is 
attached to them, and he will have a great advantage and superiority over such a one. For, while he enjoys 
them according to their truth, the other enjoys them according to their falseness; the one appreciates the 
best side of them and the other the worst; the one rejoices in their substance; the other, whose sense is 
bound to them, in their accident. For sense cannot grasp or attain to more than the accident, but the spirit, 
purged of the clouds and species of accident, penetrates the truth and worth of things, for this is its object. 
Wherefore joy, like a cloud, darkens the judgment, since there can be no voluntary joy in creatures without 
voluntary attachment, even as there can be no joy which is passion when there is no habitual attachment in 
the heart; and the renunciation and purgation of such joy leave the judgment clear, even as the mists leave 
the air clear when they are scattered. 

This man, then, rejoices in all things—since his joy is dependent upon none of them—as if he had them 
all; and this other, through looking upon them with a particular sense of ownership, loses in a general sense 
all the pleasure of them all. This former man, having none of them in his heart, possesses them all, as Saint 
Paul says, in great freedom. This latter man, inasmuch as he has something of them through the attachment 
of his will, neither has nor possesses anything; it is rather they that have possessed his heart, and he is, as it 
were, a sorrowing captive. Wherefore, if he desire to have a certain degree of joy in creatures, he must of 
necessity have an equal degree of disquietude and grief in his heart, since it is seized and possessed by 
them. But he that is detached is untroubled by anxieties, either in prayer or apart from it; and thus, without 
losing time, he readily gains great spiritual treasure. But the other man loses everything, running to and fro 
upon the chain by which his heart is attached and bound; and with all his diligence he can still hardly free 
himself for a short time from this bond of thought and rejoicing by which his heart is bound. The spiritual 
man, then, must restrain the first motion of his heart towards creatures, remembering the premise which we 
have here laid down. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XX.2-3  
  
It makes little difference whether a bird be held by a slender thread or by a rope; the bird is bound, and 

cannot fly until the cord that holds it is broken. It is true that a slender thread is more easily broken; still 
notwithstanding, if it is not broken the bird cannot fly. This is the state of a soul with particular 
attachments: it never can attain to the liberty of the divine union, whatever virtues it may possess. Desires 
and attachments affect the soul as the remora is said to affect a ship; that is but a little fish, yet when it 
clings to the vessel it effectually hinders its progress. 

'Ascent of Mount Carmel' 1.i.ch.xi  
  
It must be known that the affection and attachment which the soul has for creatures renders the soul like 

to these creatures; and, the greater is its affection, the closer is the equality and likeness between them; for 
love creates a likeness between that which loves and that which is loved. … And thus, he that loves a 
creature becomes as low as that creature and, in some ways, lower; for love not only makes the lover equal 
to the object of his love, but even subjects him to it. Hence in the same way it comes to pass that the soul 
that loves anything else becomes incapable of pure union with God and transformation in Him. For the low 
estate of the creature is much less capable of union with the high estate of the Creator than is darkness with 
light. For all things of earth and heaven, compared with God, are nothing. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.IV  
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The fly that clings to honey impedes its flight; and the soul that would cling to spiritual sweetness 
impedes its liberty and contemplation. 

‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 24  
  
 

Idolatry 
  
I desire here to set down only one warning, which will suffice for everything; and this warning is that, 

since images serve us as a motive for invisible things, we must strive to set the motive and the affection and 
the rejoicing of our will only upon that which in fact they represent. Let the faithful soul, then, be careful 
that, when he sees the image, he desire not that his senses should be absorbed by it, whether the image be 
corporeal or imaginary, whether beautifully made, whether richly adorned, whether the devotion that it 
causes be of sense or of spirit, whether it produce supernatural manifestations or no. The soul must on no 
account set store by these accidents, nor even regard them, but must raise up its mind from the image to 
that which it represents, centering the sweetness and rejoicing of its will, together with the prayer and 
devotion of its spirit, upon God or upon the saint who is being invoked; for that which belongs to the living 
reality and to the spirit should not be usurped by sense and by the painted object. If the soul do this, it will 
not be deceived. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XXXVII.2  
  
 

Judging others 
  
For such is the lowly nature of this kind of life which we live that we believe others to be as we are 

ourselves; and we judge others as we are ourselves, so that our judgment begins with ourselves and not 
outside ourselves. In this way the thief believes that others steal likewise; and he that lusts, that others are 
lustful like himself; and he that bears malice, that others bear malice, his judgment proceeding from his 
own malice; and the good man thinks well of others, his judgment proceeding from the goodness of his 
own thoughts; and so likewise he that is negligent and slothful thinks that others are the same. And hence, 
when we are negligent and slothful in the sight of God, we think that it is God Who is slothful and 
negligent with us, as we read in the forty-third Psalm, where David says to God: ‘Arise, Lord, why sleepest 
Thou?’ He attributes to God qualities that are in man; for though it is they that have fallen and are asleep, 
yet it is God Whom he bids arise and awaken, though He that keepeth Israel never sleeps. 

But in truth, though every blessing that comes to man is from God, and man, of his own power, can do 
naught that is good, it is true to say that our awakening is an awakening of God, and our uprising is an 
uprising of God. And thus it is as though David had said: Raise us up and raise us up again and awaken us, 
for we are asleep and we have fallen in two ways. Wherefore, since the soul had fallen into a sleep, whence 
of itself it could never awaken, and it is God alone that has been able to open its eyes and cause this 
awakening, it very properly describes it as an awakening of God. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza IV.8-9  
  
 

Ladder 
  
We may also call it [secret wisdom] a ladder because, even as the ladder has those same steps in order 

that men may mount, it has them also that they may descend; even so is it likewise with this secret 
contemplation, for those same communications which it causes in the soul raise it up to God, yet humble it 
with respect to itself. For communications which are indeed of God have this property, that they humble the 
soul and at the same time exalt it. For, upon this road, to go down is to go up, and to go up, to go down, for 
he that humbles himself is exalted and he that exalts himself is humbled. And besides the fact that the 
virtue of humility is greatness, for the exercise of the soul therein, God is wont to make it mount by this 
ladder so that it may descend, and to make it descend so that it may mount, that the words of the Wise Man 
may thus be fulfilled, namely: ‘Before the soul is exalted, it is humbled; and before it is humbled, it is 
exalted.’ [Proverbs xviii.12] 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XVIII.2  
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Laughter, mirth 
  
The heart of a fool, says the Wise Man [Ecclesiastes vii.5], is where there is mirth, but that of the wise 

man is where there is sorrow. For mirth blinds the heart and allows it not to consider things and ponder 
them; but sadness makes a man open his eyes and look at the profit and harm of them. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XVIII  
  
 

Love 
  
And where there is no love, put love in and you will draw love out. 

'Works', III, 296  
  
It is a characteristic of the power and vehemence of love that all things seem possible to it, and it 

believes all men to be of the same mind as itself. For it thinks that there is naught wherein one may be 
employed, or which one may seek, save that which it seeks itself and that which it loves; and it believes 
that there is naught else to be desired, and naught wherein it may be employed, save that one thing, which 
is pursued by all. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XIII  
  
It is a marvelous thing: for, as love is never idle, but is continually in movement, it is ever throwing out 

sparks, like a flame, in every direction; and, as the office of love is to wound, that it may enkindle with love 
and cause delight, so, when it is, as it were, a living flame within the soul, it is ever sending forth its arrow-
wounds, like most tender sparks of delicate love, joyfully and happily exercising the arts and playings of 
love. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza I.8  
  
It must be known that love never attains to a state of perfection until the lovers are on so complete a 

level of equality that they are transformed the one in the other, and then love has perfect health. 
‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XI  

  
The property of love is to make the lover equal with the object of his love. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXVII (Annotation)  
  
The soul that walks in love wearies not neither is wearied. 

‘Points of Love’ 18  
  
 

Love, from God 
  
But there is another and a most sublime way wherein the soul may be cauterized, which is after this 

manner. It will come to pass that, when the soul is enkindled in this love … the soul will be conscious of an 
assault upon it made by a seraph armed with a dart of most enkindled love, which will pierce that enkindled 
coal of fire, the soul, or, to speak more exactly, that flame, and will cauterize it in a sublime manner; and, 
when it has pierced and cauterized it thus, the flame will rush forth and will rise suddenly and vehemently, 
even as comes to pass in a white-hot furnace or forge; when they stir and poke the fire, the flame becomes 
hotter and the fire revives, and then the soul is conscious of this wound, with a delight which transcends all 
description. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza II.8; see also St. Teresa of Avila 'Life', ch,xxix  
  
But there is this difference between this loving burn and a burn caused by material fire, that the wound 

made by the latter can only be healed by the application of other medicines, whereas the wound made by 
the burn of love can be cured by no other medicine, but only by the same burn that has caused the wound. 
And the same burn that cures the wound inflicts a wound as it cures it; for each time that the burn of love 
touches the wound of love, it inflicts a greater wound of love, and thus it cures and heals the more 
inasmuch as it wounds the more; for when the lover is most wounded he is most whole and the cure 
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wrought by love is the infliction of a hurt and a wound over and above the wound already inflicted, until 
the wound is so severe that the soul comes to be wholly dissolved in the wound of love. And in this way, 
when it is now completely cauterized and turned into a wound of love, it regains its perfect health in love, 
because it is transformed in love. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza II.7  
  
God never grants mystical wisdom without love, since love itself infuses it. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XII  
  
If a soul is seeking God, its Beloved is seeking it much more. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.27  
  
 

Love, of God 
  
Great is the power and the importunity of love, since it takes captive and binds God Himself. Happy the 

soul that loves, since it holds God a prisoner, subjected to all that it wills; for He has this quality that, if He 
be taken by love, and taken willingly, He will be made to do what is willed of Him; but otherwise, one 
cannot speak to Him or do aught with Him, although one make the greatest efforts; but through love He 
will be bound with a hair. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXXI (Annotation)  
  
I have said that God is pleased with nothing but love. He has need of nothing, and so if He is pleased 

with anything it is with the growth of the soul; and as there is no way in which the soul can grow but in 
becoming in a manner equal to Him, for this reason only is He pleased with our love. It the property of love 
to place him who loves on an equality with the object of his love. Hence the soul, because of its perfect 
love, is called the bride of the Son of God, which signifies equality with Him. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", from ‘Spiritual Canticle’  
  
It is impossible to attain to the perfect love of God without the perfect vision of God. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXXVIII  
  
The soul may know well if it loves God or no; for, if it loves Him, it will have no heart for itself, but 

only for God, for, the more of it it has for itself, the less it has for God. 
‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza IX  

  
Where there is true love of God there enters neither love of self nor that of the things of self. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XXI  
  
 

Love, of neighbor 
  
None deserves to be loved, save for the virtue that is in him. … The more this love grows, the more 

grows our love toward God; and, the more grows our love toward God, the greater becomes our love for 
our neighbor. For, when love is grounded in God, the reason for all love is one and the same and the cause 
of all love is one and the same also. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XXIII  
  
 

Lover, of God 
  
For the true lover is content only when all that he is, and all that he is worth and can be worth, and all 

that he has and can have, are employed in the Beloved; and the more of this there is, the greater is the 
pleasure that he receives in giving it. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III (Exposition)  
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Meals, suppers, meaning of 
  
It is to be known that in the Divine Scripture this word ‘supper’ is understood of the Divine vision; for, 

as supper is the end of the day’s work and the beginning of the night’s rest, so this knowledge which we 
have called tranquil gives to the soul a realization of the sure termination of things evil and the possession 
of things that are good, whereat it is more enkindled with love for God than is was before. Wherefore God 
is to the soul the supper which recreates it by being the termination of its evils, and enkindles it in love by 
being to it the possession of all things that are good. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanzas XIV and XV  
  
 

Mysticism 
  
Mystical wisdom, which comes through love, needs not to be understood distinctly in order to produce 

love and affection in the soul; it is like to faith, whereby we love God without understanding Him. 
from the Prologue to ‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’  

  
 

Mysticism, experiences of 
  
In the high state of the union of love, God does not communicate Himself to the soul under the disguise 

of imaginary visions, similitudes or figures, neither is there place for such, but mouth to mouth. … The 
soul, therefore, that will ascend to this perfect union with God, must be careful not to lean upon imaginary 
visions, forms, figures, and particular intelligible objects, for these things can never serve as proportionate 
or proximate means towards so great an end; yea, rather they are an obstacle in the way, and therefore to be 
guarded against and rejected. 

'Ascent of Mount Carmel' 1.ii.ch.xvi  
  
It often happens that spiritual men are affected supernaturally by sensible representations and objects. 

They sometimes see the forms and figures of those of another life, saints or angels, good and evil, or certain 
extraordinary lights and brightness. They hear strange words, sometimes seeing those who utter them and 
sometimes not. They have a sensible perception at times of most sweet odors, without knowing whence 
they proceed. … Still, though all these experiences may happen to the bodily senses in the way of God, we 
must never delight in them nor encourage them; yea, rather we must fly from them, without seeking to 
know whether their origin be good or evil. For, inasmuch as they are exterior and physical, the less is the 
likelihood of their being from God. That which properly and generally comes from God is a purely spiritual 
communication; wherein there is greater security and profit for the soul than through the senses, wherein 
there is usually much danger and delusion, because the bodily sense decides upon, and judges, spiritual 
things, thinking them to be what itself feels them to be, when in reality they are as different as body and 
soul, sensuality and reason. 

'Ascent of Mount Carmel' 1.ii.ch.xi  
 
 
Night, spiritual (dark) 

  
‘By the secret ladder, disguised.’ 
First, the line describes this dark contemplation as ‘secret,’ since, as we have indicated above, it is 

mystical theology, which theologians call secret wisdom, and which, as Saint Thomas [Aquinas] says, is 
communicated and infused into the soul through love. This happens secretly and in darkness, so as to be 
hidden from the work of the understanding and of other faculties. Wherefore, inasmuch as the faculties 
aforementioned attain not to it, but the Holy Spirit infuses and orders it in the soul without either its 
knowledge or its understanding, it is called secret. And, in truth, not only does the soul not understand it, 
but there is none that does so, not even the devil; inasmuch as the Master Who teaches the soul is within it 
in its substance, to which the devil may not attain, neither may natural sense nor understanding. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XVII.2  
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And hence it follows that, not only does it journey [in the dark night] in hiding, and is free from the 
impediment which these faculties can set in its way because of its natural weakness, but likewise from the 
devil; who, except through these faculties of the sensual part, cannot reach or know that which is in the 
soul, nor that which is taking place within it. Wherefore, the more spiritual, the more interior and the more 
remote from the senses is the communication, the farther does the devil fall short if understanding it. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XXIII  
  
And thus it is fitting that, if the understanding is to be united with that light and become Divine in the 

state of perfection, it should first of all be purged and annihilated as to its natural light, and, by means of 
this dark contemplation, be brought actually into darkness. This darkness should continue for as long as is 
needful in order to expel and annihilate the habit which the soul has long since formed in its manner of 
understanding, and the Divine light and illumination will then take its place. And thus, inasmuch as that 
power of understanding which it had aforetime is natural, it follows that the darkness which it here suffers 
is profound and horrible and most painful, for this darkness, being felt in the deepest substance of the spirit, 
seems to be substantial darkness. Similarly, since the affection of love which is to be given to it in the 
Divine union of love is Divine, and therefore very spiritual, subtle and delicate, and very intimate, 
transcending every affection and feeling of the will, and every desire thereof, it is fitting that, in order that 
the will may be able to attain to this Divine affection and most lofty delight, and to feel it and experience it 
through the union of love, since it is not, in the way of nature, perceptible to the will, it be first of all purged 
and annihilated in all its affections and feelings, and left in a condition of aridity and constraint, 
proportionate to the habit of natural affections which it had before, with respect both to Divine things and 
to human. Thus, being exhausted, withered and thoroughly tried in the fire of this dark contemplation, and 
having driven away every kind of evil spirit, it may have a simple and pure disposition, and its palate may 
be purged and healthy, so that it may feel the rare and sublime touches of Divine love, wherein it will see 
itself divinely transformed, and all the contrarieties, whether actual or habitual, which it had aforetime, will 
be expelled. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.IX.3  
  
For that reason we call this detachment night to the soul, for we are not treating here of the lack of 

things, since this implies no detachment on the part of the soul if it has a desire for them; but we are 
treating of the detachment from them of the taste and desire, for it is this that leaves the soul free and void 
of them, although it may have them; for it is not the things of this world that either occupy the soul or cause 
it harm, since they enter it not, but rather the will and desire for them, for it is these that dwell within it. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.III  
  
For the darkness of the spiritual part is far greater [than that of the sensual], even as darkness is a 

greater obscurity than that of night. For, however dark a night may be, something can always be seen, but 
in true darkness nothing can be seen; and thus in the night of sense there still remains some light, for the 
understanding and reason remain, and are not blinded. But this spiritual night, which is faith, deprives the 
soul of everything, both as to understanding and as to sense. … And the less the soul works with its own 
ability, the more securely it journeys, because it journeys more in faith. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.I  
  
In order that one may attain supernatural transformation, it is clear that he must be plunged into 

darkness and carried far away from all contained in his nature that is sensual and rational. For the word 
supernatural means that which soars above the natural; the natural self, therefore, remains beneath it. For, 
although this transformation and union is something that cannot be comprehended by human ability and 
sense, the soul must completely and voluntarily void itself of all that can enter into it, whether from above 
or from below—I mean according to the affection and will—so far as this rests with itself. For who shall 
prevent God from doing that which He will in the soul that is resigned, annihilated and detached? But the 
soul must be voided of all such things as can enter its capacity, so that, however many supernatural 
experiences it may have, it will ever remain as it were detached from them and in darkness. It must be like 
to a blind man, leaning upon dark faith, taking it for guide and light, and leaning upon none of the things 
that he understands, experiences, feels and imagines. For all these are darkness, which will cause him to 
stray; and faith is above all that he understands and experiences and feels and imagines. And, if he be not 
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blinded as to this, and remain not in total darkness, he attains not to that which is greater—namely, that 
which is taught by faith. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.IV.2  
  
That which this anguished soul feels most deeply is the conviction that God has abandoned it, of which 

it has no doubt; that He has cast it away into darkness as an abominable thing … the shadow of death and 
the pains and torments of hell are most acutely felt, and this comes from the sense of being abandoned by 
God, being chastised and cast out by His wrath and heavy displeasure. All this and even more the soul feels 
now, for a terrible apprehension has come upon it that thus it will be with it for ever. It has also the same 
sense of abandonment with respect to all creatures, and that it is an object of contempt to all, especially to 
its friends. 

"Noche Escura del Alma," 1. ii. cap. vi.  
  
The darkness of the soul is the ignorance of the soul. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.61q  
  
The nearer I approached the cloud, 
The less I understood its light, 
That, howso darksome was its shroud, 
Illumined all the gloomy night. 
Wherefore a soul that knows that sight 
Can never compass knowledge more, 
For this transcends all human lore. 

‘Poems’ IV  
  
The night which we have called that of sense may and should be called a kind of correction and restraint 

of the desire rather than purgation. The reason is that all the imperfections and disorders of the sensual part 
have their strength and root in the spirit, where all habits, both good and bad, are brought into subjection, 
and thus, until these are purged, the rebellions and depravities of sense cannot be purged thoroughly. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.III  
  
This dark night is an inflowing of God into the soul, which purges it from its ignorances and 

imperfections, habitual, natural and spiritual, and which is called by contemplatives infused contemplation, 
or mystical theology. Herein God secretly teaches the soul and instructs it in perfection of love, without its 
doing anything, or understanding of what manner is this infused contemplation. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.V  
  
We observe that a ray of sunlight which enters through the window is the less clearly visible according 

as it is the purer and freer from specks, and the more of such specks and motes there are in the air, the 
brighter is the light to the eye. The reason is that it is not the light itself that is seen; the light is but the 
means whereby the other things that it strikes are seen, and then it is also seen itself, through its reflection 
in them; were it not for this, neither it nor they would have been seen. Thus if the ray of sunlight entered 
through the window of one room and passed out through another on the other side, traversing the room, and 
if it met nothing on the way, or if there were no specks in the air for it to strike, the room would have no 
more light than before, neither would the ray of light be visible. In fact, if we consider it carefully, there is 
more darkness where the ray is, since it absorbs and obscures any other light, and yet it is itself invisible, 
because, as we have said, there are no visible objects which it can strike. 

Now this is precisely what this Divine ray of contemplation does in the soul. Assailing it with its Divine 
light, it transcends the natural power of the soul, and herein it darkens it and deprives it of all natural 
affections and apprehensions which it apprehended aforetime by means of natural light; and thus it leaves it 
not only dark, but likewise empty, according to its faculties and desires, both spiritual and natural. And, by 
thus leaving it empty and in darkness, it purges and illumines it with Divine spiritual light, although the 
soul thinks not that it has this light, but believes itself to be in darkness, even as we have said of the ray of 
light, which, although it be in the midst of the room, yet, if it be pure and meet nothing on its path, is not 
visible. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.VIII.3-4 
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‘In the desert land, waterless, dry and pathless, I appeared before Thee, that I might see Thy virtue and 
Thy glory.’ [Psalm lxiii.1-2] It is a wondrous thing that David should say here that the means and the 
preparation for his knowledge of the glory of God were not the spiritual delights and the many pleasures 
which he had experienced, but the aridities and detachments of his sensual nature, which is here to be 
understood by the dry and desert land. No less wondrous is it that he should describe as the road to his 
perception and vision of the virtue of God, not the Divine meditations and conceptions of which he had 
often made use, but his being unable to form any conception of God or to walk by meditation produced by 
imaginary consideration, which is here to be understood by the pathless land. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.I ch.XII.5-6  
  
 

Pilgrimage 
  
He that makes a pilgrimage does well if he makes it at a time when no others are doing so, even though 

the time be unusual. I should never advise him to make a pilgrimage when a great multitude is doing so; 
for, as a rule, on these occasions, people return home in a state of greater distraction than when they went. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XXXVI  
  
 

Prayers, hymns, exhortations, praises 
 
Take away the mist and the mote and the hairs, and cleanse your eye, and the bright sun shall shine 

upon you, and you shall see. 
‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.33  

  
The heavens are mine, the earth is mine, and the nations are mine! mine are the just, and the sinners are 

mine; mine are the angels and the Mother of God; all things are mine, God himself is mine and for me, 
because Christ is mine and all for me. What do you then ask for, what do you seek for, O my soul! All is 
yours—all is for you. Do not take less nor rest with the crumbs which fall from the table of your father. Go 
forth and exult in your glory, hide yourself in it, and rejoice, and you shall obtain all the desires of your 
heart. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", From 'The Living Flame of Love'  
  
With what procrastinations dost thou wait, since thou canst even now love God in thy heart? 

‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’, a Prayer  
  
 

Preaching 
  
It must be pointed out to the preacher, if he is to cause his people profit and not to embarrass himself 

with vain joy and presumption, that preaching is a spiritual exercise rather than a vocal one. For, although it 
is practiced by means of outward words, its power and efficacy reside not in these but in the inward spirit. 
Wherefore, however lofty be the doctrine that is preached, and however choice the rhetoric and sublime the 
style wherein it is clothed, it brings as a rule no more benefit than is present in the spirit of the preacher. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XLV  
  

Purgatory, purgation 
  
And it is a wondrous thing, worthy to be related, that, though this fire of God is so vehement and so 

consuming that it would consume a thousand worlds more easily than natural fire consumes a straw of flax, 
it consumes not the spirits wherein it burns, neither destroys them; but rather, in proportion to its strength 
and heat, it brings them delight and deifies them, burning sweetly in them by reason of the purity of their 
spirits. … For, in these communications, since their object is to magnify the soul, this fire afflicts it not but 
rather enlarges it; it wearies it not, but delights it and makes it glorious and rich, for which cause the soul 
calls it sweet. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza II.3  
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Here it must be known that, before this Divine fire of love is introduced into the substance of the soul, 
and is united with it, by means of a purity and purgation which is perfect and complete, this flame is 
wounding the soul, and destroying and consuming in it the imperfections of its evil habits; and this is the 
operation of the Holy Spirit, wherein He prepares it for Divine union and the transformation of its 
substance in God through love. For the same fire of love which afterwards is united with the soul and 
glorifies it is that which aforetime assailed it in order to purge it; even as the fire that penetrates the log of 
wood is the same that first of all attacked and wounded it with its flame, cleansing and stripping it of its 
accidents of ugliness, until, by means of its heat, it had prepared it to such a degree that it could enter it and 
transform it into itself. In this operation the soul endures great suffering and experiences grievous 
afflictions in its spirit, which at times overflow into the senses, at which times this flame is very oppressive. 
For in this preparatory state of purgation the flame is not bright to it, but dark. Neither is it sweet to it, but 
grievous; for, although at times it kindles within it the heat of love, this is accompanied by torment and 
affliction. And it is not delectable to it, but arid; it brings it neither refreshment nor peace, but consumes 
and proves it; neither is it glorious to it, but rather it makes it miserable and bitter, by means of the spiritual 
light of self-knowledge which it sheds upon it, for God sends fire, as Jeremiah says, into its bones 
[Lamentations 1.13], and tries it by fire, as David says likewise. 

And thus at this time the soul also suffers great darkness in the understanding, many aridities and 
afflictions in the will and grievous knowledge of its miseries in the memory, for the eye of its spiritual self-
knowledge is very bright. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza I.16-7  
  
Now, since this [purgation] is the remedy and medicine which God gives to the soul for its many 

infirmities, that He may bring it health, the soul must needs suffer in the purgation and remedy, according 
to the nature of its sickness. For here its heart is laid upon the coals, so that every kind of evil spirit is 
driven away from it; and here its infirmities are continually brought to light and are laid bare before its eyes 
that it may feel them, and then they are cured. And that which a foretime was hidden and set deep within 
the soul is now seen and felt by it, in the light and heat of the fire, whereas aforetime it saw nothing. Even 
so, in the water and smoke that the fire drives out of the wood, are seen the humidity and the frigidity 
which it had aforetime, though this was realized by none. But now, being brought near to this flame, the 
soul clearly sees and feels its miseries, for—oh, wondrous thing!—there arise within it contraries against 
contraries, some of which, as the philosophers say, become visible in reacting to others; and they make war 
in the soul, striving to expel each other in order that they may reign within it. For, as this flame is of 
brightest light, and assails the soul, its light shines in the darkness of the soul, which is as dark as the light 
is bright; and then the soul is conscious of its natural darkness, which opposes itself to the supernatural 
light, and it is not conscious of the supernatural light, because the darkness comprehends it not. And thus it 
will be conscious of this its natural darkness for so long as the light beats upon it, for souls can have no 
perception of their darkness until they come near to the Divine light, and only when the darkness has been 
driven out is the soul illumined and able to see the light, its eye having been cleansed and strengthened. 
For, to sight that is weak and not clear, infinite light is total darkness and the faculty suffers deprivation 
through excess of sense. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza I.18  
This severe purgation comes to pass in few souls—in those alone whom He desires to raise to some 

degree of union by means of contemplation; and those who are to be raised to the highest degree of all are 
the most severely purged. This happens as follows. When God desires to bring the soul forth from its 
ordinary state—that is, from its natural way and operation—to a spiritual life, and to lead it from meditation 
to contemplation, which is a state rather heavenly than earthly, wherein He communicates Himself through 
union of love, He begins at once to communicate Himself to the spirit, which is still impure and imperfect, 
and has evil habits, so that each soul suffers according to the degree of its imperfection. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza I.20  
  
 

Reason, limitations of 
  
This abyss of wisdom now so exalts and elevates the soul—orderly disposing it for the science of love 

— that it makes it not only understand how mean are all created things in relation to the supreme wisdom 
and divine knowledge, but also how low, defective, and, in a certain sense, improper, are all the words and 
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phrases by which in this life we discuss divine things and how utterly impossible by any natural means, 
however profoundly and learnedly we may speak, to understand and see them as they are, except in the 
light of mystical theology. And so the soul in the light thereof, discerning this truth, namely, that it cannot 
reach it, and still less explain it by the terms of ordinary speech, justly calls it secret. … 

The spirit is now so strong, and has so subdued the flesh, and makes so little of it, that it is as regardless 
of it as a tree is of one of its leaves. It seeks not for consolation or sweetness either in God or elsewhere, 
neither does it pray for God's gifts through any motive of self-interest, or its own satisfaction. For all it 
cares for now is how it shall please God and serve Him in some measure in return for His goodness and for 
the graces it has received, and this at any and every cost. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", from ‘Dark Night of the Soul’  
  
 

Recollection 
  
The signs of interior recollection are three: first, if the soul have no pleasure in transitory things; 

second, if it have pleasure in solitude and silence and give heed to all that leads to greater perfection; third, 
if the things which were wont to help it (such as considerations, meditations, and acts) now hinder it. 

‘Points of Love’ 40  
  
 

Self-denial 
  
The more the soul desires obscurity and annihilation with respect to all the outward or inward things 

that it is capable of receiving, the more is it infused by faith, and, consequently, by love and hope, since all 
these three theological virtues go together. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XXIV  
  
 

Senses, limitations of 
  
[first redaction] He that will place great reliance upon bodily sense will never become a very spiritual 

person. 
[second redaction] He who will ever cling to natural reasoning and ability in his journey to God will 

not become a very spiritual person. For there are some who think that they can attain to the powers and the 
height of supernatural spirituality by means of the power and operation of sense alone, though this of itself 
is low and no more than natural. They cannot attain thereto save by setting aside and renouncing bodily 
sense and its operation. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first and second redactions) Stanza II  
  
For, in order to judge the things of God, the soul must cast out wholly from itself its own desire and 

pleasure and must not judge them together with Him; else it will infallibly come to consider the things of 
God as though they were not of God and those that are not of God as though they were of God. For, when 
that cataract and cloud of desire covers the eye of judgment, the soul sees nothing but the cataract—
sometimes of one color, sometimes of another, just as it may happen to be; and the soul thinks that the 
cataract is God, for, as I say, it can see nothing beyond the cataract, which covers the senses, and God 
cannot be apprehended by the senses. And in this way desire and the pleasures of the senses hinder the soul 
from a knowledge of lofty things. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza III.73  
  
The sense of the lower part of man, which is that whereof we are treating, is not, neither can be, capable 

of knowing or understanding God as God is. So that the eye cannot see Him, or aught that is like Him; 
neither can the ear hear His voice, or any sound that resembles it; neither can the sense of smell perceive a 
perfume so sweet as He; neither can the taste detect a savor so sublime and delectable; neither can the touch 
feel a movement so delicate and full of delight, nor aught like to it; neither can His form or any figure that 
represents Him enter into the thought or imagination. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XXIV.2  
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Soul, as empty, nothing, a vessel 
  
O how happy must the soul then be when it can escape from the house of its sensuality! None can 

understand it, I think, except that soul which has experienced it. It is, therefore, plain that no distinct object 
whatever that pleases the will can be God; and for that reason, if it is to be united with Him, it must empty 
itself, cast away every disorderly affection of the desire, every satisfaction it may distinctly have, high and 
low, temporal and spiritual, so that, purified and cleansed from all unruly satisfactions, joys and desires, it 
may be wholly occupied, with all its affections, in loving God. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", From ‘Dark Night of the Soul’  
  
 

Soul 
  
The Soul beholds itself as one immense Sea of Fire. 
  
 

Suffering, as a teacher 
  
To bear everything with equable and peaceful tranquility not only brings the soul the profit of many 

blessings, but likewise causes it, even in the midst of its adversities, to form a truer judgment about them 
and to find them a fitting remedy. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.VI  
  
 

Suffering, is necessary 
  
And the reason why these trials are necessary for the soul that is to reach this state [of union] is that, 

just as a liquor of great excellence is placed only in a strong vessel, which has been made ready and 
purified, so this most lofty union cannot belong to a soul that has not been fortified by trials and 
temptations. … 

For virtue is made perfect in weakness, and is wrought by the experience of sufferings. 
‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza II.25-26  

  
Oh, souls that seek to walk in security and comfort! If you did but know how necessary it is to suffer 

and endure in order to reach this lofty state, and of what great benefit it is to suffer and be mortified in 
order to reach such lofty blessings, you would in no way seek consolation, either from God or from the 
creatures, but would rather bear the cross, together with pure vinegar and gall, and would count this a great 
happiness, for, being thus dead to the world and to your own selves, you would live to God in the delights 
of the spirit; and, bearing outward things with patience, you would become worthy for God to set His eyes 
upon you to cleanse and purge you more inwardly by means of more interior spiritual trials. … 

Wherefore we must count it a great favor when the Lord sends us interior trials, realizing that there are 
few who deserve to suffer that they may reach the goal of this lofty state of attainment to perfection through 
suffering. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza II.24,26  
  

Talking 
  
And, apart from this, speaking is a distraction, whereas silence and work bring to the spirit recollection 

and strength. And therefore when a person once understands what has been said to him for his profit, he 
needs neither to hear nor to say more, but rather to practice what has been said to him silently and carefully, 
in humility and charity and self-contempt, and not to go away and seek new things, which serve only to 
satisfy the appetite in external matters (and even here are unable to satisfy it) and leave the spirit weak and 
empty, with no interior virtue. Hence such a one profits neither at the beginning nor at the end. He is as one 
that eats again before he has digested his last meal, who, because his natural heat is divided between both 
meals, has no strength to convert this food into substance, and becomes indisposed. 

‘Letter VI’ to the Discalced Carmelite Nuns of Beas (or Granada)  
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Teachers, guides 
  
Let such guides of the soul as these take heed and remember that the principal agent and guide and 

mover of souls in this matter [contemplation] is not the director, but the Holy Spirit, Who never loses His 
care for them; and that they themselves are only instruments to lead souls in the way of perfection 
according to the spirit that God is giving to each one. Let them not, therefore, merely aim at guiding these 
souls according to their own way and the manner suitable to themselves, but let them see if they know the 
way by which God is leading the soul, and, if they know it not, let them leave the soul in peace and not 
disturb it. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza III.46  
  
 

Temptation, trials, tests 
  
In the same way does God act to those whom He desires to exalt with the most important exaltation; He 

makes and causes them to be tempted in order that He may raise them as far as is possible—that is, that He 
may bring them to union with Divine wisdom. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza II.29  
  
There is another way of conquering vices and temptations and acquiring and gaining virtues, which is 

easier, more profitable and more perfect. According to this, by its loving anagogical movements and acts 
alone, without any other exercises whatsoever, the soul resists and destroys all the temptations of our 
adversary and attains virtues in the most perfect degree. This, the venerable Father was wont to say, 
becomes possible after this manner. When we feel the first movement or attack of any vice, such as lust, 
wrath, impatience or a revengeful spirit when some wrong has been done to us, we should not resist it by 
making an act of the contrary virtue, in the way that has been described, but, as soon as we are conscious of 
it, we should meet it with an act or movement of anagogical love directed against this vice, and should raise 
our affection to union with God, for by this means the soul absents itself from its surroundings and is 
present with its God and becomes united with Him, and then the vice or the temptation and the enemy are 
defrauded of their intent, and have nowhere to strike; for the soul, being where it loves rather than where it 
lives, has met the temptation with Divine aid, and the enemy has found nowhere to strike and nothing 
whereon to lay hold, for the soul is no longer where the temptation or enemy would have struck and 
wounded it. And then, oh, marvelous thing! the soul, having forgotten this movement of vice, and being 
united and made one with its Beloved, no longer feels any movement of this vice wherewith the devil 
desired to tempt it, and was succeeding in doing so; in the first place, because, as has been said, it has 
escaped, and is no longer present, so that, if it may be put in this way, the devil is as it were tempting a 
dead body and doing battle with something that is not, feels not and is for the time being incapable of 
feeling temptation. 

Spiritual Sayings (attributed) 5  
  
 

Unity, and Union (with God), deification 
  
‘And in thy sweet breathing, full of blessing and glory, how delicately thou inspirest my love!’ 
Thus it is as if a man awakened and breathed; the soul is conscious of a rare delight in the breathing of 

the Holy Spirit in God, in Whom it is glorified and enkindled in love. … 
Of that breathing of God I should not wish to speak, neither do I desire now to speak; for I see clearly 

that I cannot say aught concerning it, and that, were I to speak of it, it would seem less than it is. For it is a 
breathing of God Himself, wherein, in that awakening of lofty knowledge of the Deity, the Holy Spirit 
breathes into the soul in proportion to the knowledge wherein He most profoundly absorbs it in the Holy 
Spirit, inspiring it with most delicate love for Himself according to that which it has seen; for, the soul 
being full of blessing and glory, the Holy Spirit has filled it with goodness and glory, wherein He has 
inspired it with a love for Himself which transcends all description and all sense, in the deep things of God. 
And for that reason I leave speaking of it here. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) IV.16; and first redaction, Stanza IV.17  
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All things I then forgot,  
My cheek on Him Who for my coming came,  
All ceased, and I was not,  
Leaving my cares and shame  
Among the lilies, and forgetting them. 

from 'On a Dark Night'  
  
And this is the great delight of this awakening: to know the creatures through God and not God through 

the creatures; to know the effects through their cause and not the cause through the effects; for the latter 
knowledge is secondary and this other is essential. 

And the manner of this knowledge in the soul, since God is immovable, is a wondrous thing, for, 
although in reality God moves not, it seems to the soul that He is indeed moving; for, as the soul is renewed 
and moved by God that it may behold this supernatural sight, and there is revealed to it in this great renewal 
that Divine life and the being and harmony of every creature in it which has its movements in God, it seems 
to the soul that it is God that is moving, and thus the cause takes the name of the effect which it produces, 
according to which effect it may be said that God is moving, even as the Wise Man says: ‘Wisdom is more 
movable than all movable things’ [Wisdom vii.24]. And this is not because it moves itself, but because it is 
the beginning and root of all movement; remaining in itself stable, as the passage goes on to say, it renews 
all things. And thus what is here meant is that wisdom is more active than all active things. And thus we 
should say here that it is the soul that is moved in this motion, and is awakened from the sleep of its natural 
vision to a supernatural vision, for which reason it is very properly given the name of an awakening. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza IV.5-6  
  
Since in this state it has been made one and the same thing with Him, it is after a certain manner God by 

participation; for, although this is not so as perfectly as in the next life, the soul is, as we have said, as it 
were a shadow of God. And in this way, since the soul, by means of this substantial transformation, is the 
shadow of God, it does in God and through God that which He does through Himself in the soul, in the 
sane way as He does it. For the will of these two is one; and, even as God is giving Himself to the soul with 
free and gracious will, even so likewise the soul, having a will that is the freer and the more generous in 
proportion as it has a greater degree of union with God, is giving God in God to God Himself, and thus the 
gift of the soul to God is true and entire. For in this state the soul truly sees that God belongs to it, and that 
it possesses Him with hereditary possession, as an adopted child of God, by rightful ownership, through the 
grace that God gave to it of Himself, and it sees that, since He belongs to it, it may give and communicate 
Him to whomsoever it desires; and thus it gives Him to its Beloved, Who is the very God that gave Himself 
to it. And herein the soul pays all that it owes; for, of its own will, it gives as much as it has received with 
inestimable delight and joy, giving to the Holy Spirit that which is His in a voluntary surrender, that He 
may be loved as He deserves. 

And herein is the inestimable delight of the soul: to see that it is giving to God that which is His own 
and which becomes Him according to His infinite Being. For, although it is true that the soul cannot give 
God Himself to Himself anew, since He in Himself is ever Himself, yet, in so far as the soul is itself 
concerned, it gives perfectly and truly, giving all that He had given to it, to pay the debt of love. And this is 
to give as has been given to it, and God is repaid by that gift of the soul—yet with less than this He cannot 
be paid. And this He takes with gratitude, as something belonging to the soul that it gives to Him anew, and 
because of this He loves the soul and surrenders Himself to it anew, wherein the soul loves Him. And so at 
this time there is a reciprocal love between God and the soul, in the agreement of the union and surrender 
of marriage, wherein the possessions of both, which are the Divine Being, are possessed by each one freely, 
and are possessed likewise by both together in the voluntary surrender of each to the other. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.68-9  
  
The desire for God is a preparation for union with God. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.25  
  
The soul cannot come to this union without great purity, and this purity is not gained without great 

detachment from every created thing and sharp mortification. 
‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XXIV  
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The state of Divine union consists in the soul’s total transformation, according to the will, in the will of 
God, so that there may be naught in the soul that is contrary to the will of God, but that, in all and through 
all, its movement may be that of the will of God alone. 

It is for this reason that we say of this state that it is the making of two wills into one—namely, into the 
will of God, which will of God is likewise the will of the soul. For if this soul desired any imperfection that 
God wills not, there would not be made one will of God, since the soul would have a will for that which 
God has not. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.XI  
  
This thread of love binds God and the soul with such firmness, and so unites and transforms them and 

makes them one in love, that, although they differ in substance, yet in glory and in appearance the soul 
seems to be God and God the soul. 

Such is this union. It is wondrous above all than can be expressed. 
‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXX (Annotation)  

  
Unknowing 

  
At other times, also, the divine light strikes the soul with such force that the darkness is unfelt and the 

light unheeded; the soul seems unconscious of all it knows, and is therefore lost, as it were, in 
forgetfulness, knowing not where it is nor what has happened to it, unaware of the lapse of time. 

It may and does occur that many hours pass while it is in this state of forgetfulness; all seems but a 
moment when it again returns to itself. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", From 'Ascent of Mount Carmel'  
  
For as the sun, when it rises in the morning and shines into your house, will enter if you open the 

shutter, even so will God enter the soul that is empty and fill it with blessings. … For, ‘if the Lord build not 
the house, in vain does he labor that builds it’ [Psalm cxxvii.1]; and in every soul, in the manner that seems 
good to Him, He will build a supernatural building. Prepare, then, the nature of the soul by annihilating its 
operations, for these disturb rather than help. That is your office. … 

For if the soul were to understand anything distinctly, it would be making no progress, for God is 
incomprehensible and transcends the understanding; and thus the greater the progress it makes, the farther 
it must withdraw from itself, walking in faith, believing and not understanding; and thus it approaches God 
more nearly by not understanding than by understanding. Grieve not, therefore, at this, for if the 
understanding goes not backward and desires not to occupy itself with distinct knowledge and other ideas 
pertaining to this world, it is making progress. For in this case not to go backward is to go forward; it is to 
progress in faith, for, when the understanding knows not, neither can know, what God is, it is walking 
toward Him by not understanding. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.40-1  
  
For by faith and by no other means comes union with God; and the soul approaches God more nearly by 

not understanding than by understanding. 
‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza III.48  

  
In order to reach God a soul must rather proceed by not understanding than by desiring to understand; 

and by blinding itself and setting itself in darkness, rather than by opening its eyes, in order the more nearly 
to approach the ray Divine. 

And thus it is that contemplation, whereby the understanding has the loftiest knowledge of God, is 
called mystical theology, which signifies secret wisdom of God; for it is secret even to the understanding 
that receives it. For that reason Saint Dionysius calls it a ray of darkness. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.VIII  
  
In this matter of perfection not to go backward is to go forward; it signifies the progress of the 

understanding, and a gradual increase of faith, and thus it is a progress in darkness, for faith is darkness to 
the understanding. Wherefore, since the understanding cannot know what God is, it must of necessity walk 
toward Him in submission and not by understanding. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza III.48  
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It is necessary that, in each of these books, the reader should bear in mind the purpose of which we are 
speaking. For otherwise there may arise within him many such questions with respect to what he is reading 
as might by this time be occurring to him with respect to what we have said of the understanding, and shall 
say now of the memory, and afterwards shall say of the will. For, seeing how we annihilate the faculties 
with respect to their operations, it may perhaps seem to him that we are destroying the road of spiritual 
practice rather than constructing it. 

This would be true if we were seeking here only to instruct beginners, who are best prepared through 
these apprehensible and discursive apprehensions. But, since we are here giving instruction to those who 
would progress farther in contemplation, even to union with God, to which end all these means and 
exercises of sense concerning the faculties must recede into the background, and be put to silence, to the 
end that God may of His own accord work Divine union in the soul, it is necessary to proceed by this 
method of disencumbering and emptying the soul, and causing it to reject the natural jurisdiction and 
operations of the faculties, so that they may become capable of infusion and illumination from supernatural 
sources; for their capacity cannot attain to so lofty an experience, but will rather hinder it, if it be not 
disregarded. 

And thus, if it be true, as it is, that the soul must proceed in its growing knowledge of God by learning 
that which He is not rather than that which He is, in order to come to Him, it must proceed by renouncing 
and rejecting, to the very uttermost, everything in its apprehensions that it is possible to renounce, whether 
this be natural or supernatural. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.II.1-3  
  
Since no created things can bear any proportion to the Being of God, it follows that nothing that is 

imagined in their likeness can serve as proximate means to union with Him, but, as we say, quite the 
contrary. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XII.4  
  
So that, in order to come to union with the wisdom of God, the soul has to proceed rather by unknowing 

that by knowing; and all the dominion and liberty of the world, compared with the liberty and dominion of 
the Spirit of God, is the most abject slavery, affliction and captivity. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.IV  
  
This property of secrecy and superiority over natural capacity, which belongs to this Divine 

contemplation, belongs to it, not only because it is supernatural, but also inasmuch as it is a road that guides 
and leads the soul to the perfections of union with God; which, as they are things unknown after a human 
manner, must be approached, after a human manner, by unknowing and by Divine ignorance. For, speaking 
mystically, as we are speaking here, Divine things and perfections are known and understood as they are, 
not when they are being sought after and practiced, but when they have been found and practiced. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XVII.7  
  
 

Virtue(s) 
  
All the virtues grow through the practice of any one of them, and all the vices grow through the practice 

of any one of them likewise, and the remnants of each grow in the soul. 
‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.XII  

  
 

Visions, locutions 
  
God is always in man, and very commonly the soul is aware of His (passive) presence. It is as if He 

slept in the soul. If He wakes up only once in a man's whole life the experience of that instant affects the 
whole of life. If the experience of that instant should be indefinitely prolonged what soul could bear it? 

quoted in "Cosmic Consciousness" 
  
When these visions occur, it is as if a door were opened into a most marvelous light, whereby the soul 

sees, as men do when the lightning flashes in a dark night. The lightning makes surrounding objects visible 
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for an instant, and then leaves them in darkness, though the forms of them remain in the fancy. But in the 
case of the soul the vision is much more perfect; for those things it saw in spirit in that light are so 
impressed upon it, that whenever God enlightens it again, it beholds them as distinctly as it did at first, 
precisely as in a mirror, in which we see objects reflected whenever we look upon it. These visions once 
granted to the soul never afterward leave it altogether; for the forms remain, though they become somewhat 
indistinct in the course of time. The effects of these visions in the soul are quietness, enlightenment, joy-
like glory, sweetness, pureness, love, humility, inclination or elevation of the mind to God, sometimes 
more, sometimes less, sometimes more of one, sometimes more of another, according to the disposition of 
the soul and the will of God. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", from the ‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’  
  
 

Warfare, spiritual 
  
Deep is this warfare and this striving, for the peace which the soul hopes for will be very deep; and the 

spiritual pain is intimate and delicate, for the love which it will possess will likewise be very intimate and 
refined. The more intimate and the more perfect the finished work is to be and to remain, the more intimate, 
perfect and pure must be the labor; the firmer the edifice, the harder the labor. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.IX  
  
 

Way(s) 
  
And thus a soul is greatly impeded from reaching this high estate of union with God when it clings to 

any understanding or feeling or imagination or appearance or will or manner of its own, or to any other act 
or to anything of its own, and cannot detach and strip itself of all these. For, as we say, the goal which it 
seeks lies beyond all this, yea, beyond even the highest thing that can be known or experienced; and thus a 
soul must pass beyond everything to unknowing. 

Wherefore, upon this road, to enter upon the road is to leave the road; or, to express it better, it is to 
pass on to the goal and to leave one’s own way, and to enter upon that which has no way, which is God. 
For the soul that attains to this state has no longer any ways or methods, still less is it attached to ways and 
methods, or is capable of being attached to them. I mean ways of understanding, or of perception, or of 
feeling. Nevertheless it has within itself all ways, after the way of one that possesses nothing, yet possesses 
all things. For, if it have courage to pass beyond its natural limitations, both interiorly and exteriorly, it 
enters within the limits of the supernatural, which has no way, yet in substance has all ways. Hence for the 
soul to arrive at these limits is for it to leave these limits, in each case going forth out of itself a great way; 
from this lowly state to that which is high above all others. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.IV.4-5  
  
I would, then, that I could convince spiritual persons that this road to God consists not in a multiplicity 

of meditations nor in ways or methods of such, nor in consolations, although these things may in their own 
way be necessary to beginners; but that it consists only in the one thing that is needful, which is the ability 
to deny oneself truly, according to that which is without and to that which is within, and to total 
annihilation. For the soul that practices this suffering and annihilation will achieve all that those other 
exercises can achieve, and that can be found in them, and even more. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.VII.8  
  
 

Way, difficulties on 
  
And this impediment may come to the soul if it allows itself to be led by another blind guide; and these 

blind guides that might lead it out of its way are three, namely, the spiritual director, the devil, and its own 
self. 

With regard to the first of these, it is of great importance for the soul that desires to profit, and not to 
fall back, to consider in whose hands it is placing itself; for as is the master, so will be the disciple, and as 
is the father, so will be the son. There is hardly anyone who in all respects will guide the soul perfectly 
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along the highest stretch of the road, or even along the intermediate stretches, for it is needful that such a 
guide should be wise and discreet and experienced. The fundamental requirement of a guide in spiritual 
things is knowledge and discretion; yet, if a guide have no experience of the higher part of the road, he will 
be unable to direct the soul therein, when God leads it so far. A guide might even do the soul great harm if, 
not himself understanding the way of the spirit, he should cause the soul, as often happens, to lose the 
unction of these delicate ointments, wherewith the Holy Spirit gradually prepares it for Himself. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.28-9  
  
As one that drags a cart uphill, even so does that soul journey toward God that shakes not off anxiety 

and quenches not the appetite. 
‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 53  

  
It must first be noted that the evils which the soul receives come from the enemies aforementioned—

namely, the world, the devil and the flesh. The world is the least difficult enemy. The devil is the hardest to 
understand. The flesh is the most tenacious of all and its assaults continue for so long as the old man exists. 

‘Cautions’ 3  
  
Not only do temporal blessings and corporeal delights hinder us and turn us aside from the road to God, 

but likewise spiritual delights and consolations, if we attach ourselves to them or seek after them, also 
obstruct the road. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza III  
  
Wherefore, in order to journey to God, the will has rather to be continually detaching itself from 

everything delectable and pleasant than to be conceiving an attachment to it. In this way it completely 
fulfills the precept of love, which is to love God above all things; and this cannot be unless it have 
detachment and emptiness with regard to them all. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza III.51  
  
 

Way, stages, signs of progress 
  
After the soul has described the way wherein she will prepare herself for setting out upon this road, 

namely, by courage not to turn aside after delights and pleasures, and fortitude to conquer temptations and 
difficulties, wherein consists the practice of self-knowledge, which is the first thing that the soul must 
achieve in order to come to the knowledge of God, she now sets out upon her road, through consideration 
and knowledge of the creatures, to the knowledge of her Beloved, their Creator. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza IV (Exposition)  
  
And in order that we may understand this the better, we must know that the state of beginners comprises 

meditation and discursive acts. In this state, it is necessary for the soul to be given material for meditation, 
and to make interior acts on its own account, and to take advantage of the spiritual heat and fire which 
come from sense; this is necessary in order to accustom the senses and desires to good things, so that, by 
being fed with this delight, they may become detached from the world. But, when this has been to some 
extent effected, God begins to bring the soul into the state of contemplation, which is wont to happen very 
quickly, especially in religious, because these, having renounced things of the world, quickly attune their 
senses and desires to God; and then they have nothing to do save to pass from meditation to contemplation, 
which happens when the discursive acts and the meditation of the soul itself cease, and the first fervors and 
sweetness of sense cease likewise, so that the soul cannot meditate as before, or find any help in the senses; 
for the senses remain in a state of aridity, inasmuch as their treasure is transformed into spirit, and no 
longer falls within the capacity of sense. And, as all the operations which the soul can perform on its own 
account naturally depend upon sense only, it follows that God is the agent in this state and the soul is the 
recipient; for the soul behaves only as one that receives and as one in whom these things are being wrought; 
and God as One that gives and acts and as One that works these things in the soul, giving it spiritual 
blessings in contemplation, which is Divine love and knowledge in one—that is, a loving knowledge, 
wherein the soul has not to use its natural acts and meditations, for it can no longer enter into them as 
before. 
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It follows that at this time the soul must be led in a way entirely contrary to the way wherein it was led 
at first. If formerly it was given material for meditation, and practiced meditation, this material must now 
be taken from it and it must not meditate; for, as I say, it will be unable to do so even though it would, and 
it will become distracted. … 

The soul has now to walk with loving advertence to God, without making specific acts, but conducting 
itself, as we have said, passively, and making no efforts of its own, but preserving this simple, pure and 
loving advertence, like one that opens his eyes with the advertence of love. 

Since God, then, as giver, is communing with the soul by means of loving and simple knowledge, the 
soul must likewise commune with Him by receiving with a loving and simple knowledge or advertence, so 
that knowledge may be united with knowledge and love with love. For it is meet that he who receives 
should behave in conformity with that which he receives, and not otherwise, in order to be able to receive 
and retain it as it is given to him. … 

And thus the soul must be attached to nothing—nay, not even to any kind of meditation or sweetness, 
whether of sense or of spirit. For the spirit needs to be so free and so completely annihilated that any 
thought or meditation which the soul in this state might desire, or any pleasure to which it may conceive an 
attachment, would impede and disturb it and would introduce noise into the deep silence which it is meet 
that the soul should observe, according both to sense and to spirit, so that it may hear the deep and delicate 
voice of God which speaks to the heart in this secret place. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza III.30-32  
  
Contemplation is naught else than a secret, peaceful and loving infusion from God, which, if it be 

permitted, enkindles the soul with the spirit of love. … 
And because at times the enkindling of love in the spirit grows greater, the yearnings for God become 

so great in the soul that the very bones seem to be dried up by this thirst, and the natural powers to be 
fading away, and their warmth and strength to be perishing through the intensity of the thirst of love, for the 
soul feels that this thirst of love is a living thirst. Of this this thirst, since it is living, we may say that it 
kills. But it is to be noted that the vehemence of this thirst is not continuous, but occasional, although as a 
rule the soul is accustomed to feel it to a certain degree. 

But it must be noted that this love is not as a rule felt at first, but only the dryness and emptiness are felt 
whereof we are speaking. Then in place of this love which afterwards becomes gradually enkindled, what 
the soul experiences in the midst of these aridities and emptinesses of the faculties is an habitual care and 
solicitude with respect to God, together with grief and fear that it is not serving Him. But it is a sacrifice 
which is not a little pleasing to God that the soul should go about afflicted and solicitous for His love. This 
solicitude and care leads the soul into that secret contemplation, until, the senses (that is, the sensual part) 
having in course of time been in some degree purged of the natural affections and powers by means of the 
aridities which it causes within them, this Divine love begins to be enkindled in the spirit. Meanwhile, 
however, like one who has begun a cure, the soul knows only suffering in this dark and arid purgation of 
the desire; by this means it becomes healed of many imperfections, and exercises itself in many virtues, in 
order to make itself meet for the said love. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.I ch.X.6, ch.XI.1-2  
  
God brings man to perfection according to the way of man’s own nature, working from what is lowest 

and most exterior up to what is most interior and highest. 
‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XVII 

  
If it attain to the last degree [of love], the love of God will succeed in wounding the soul even in its 

deepest center—that is, in transforming and enlightening it as regards all the being and power and virtue of 
the soul, such as it is capable of receiving, until it be brought into such a state that it appears to be God. In 
this state the soul is like the crystal that is clear and pure; the more degrees of light it receives, the greater 
concentration of light there is in it, and this enlightenment continues to such a degree that at last it attains a 
point at which the light is centered in it with such copiousness that it comes to appear to be wholly light, 
and cannot be distinguished from the light, for it is enlightened to the greatest possible extent and thus 
appears to be light itself. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (first redaction) Stanza I.12  
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It is not to be understood that, even if the soul continues in this state of unknowing, it loses therein the 
habits of the acquired sciences which it had; it is rather that they are perfected with that most perfect 
habit—namely, the habit of supernatural science—which has been infused within it, although these habits 
no longer dominate the soul in such a way as to make it necessary that knowledge should come through 
them, albeit there is no obstacle to this happening occasionally. For in this union of Divine wisdom these 
habits are united with the highest wisdom of the other sciences, just as, when a small light unites with 
another that is great, it is the greater that overwhelms the lesser and gives light, and the smaller is not lost, 
but rather is perfected, although it gives not the chief light. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (second redaction)’ Stanza XXVI.16  
  
New lovers are compared to new wine: these are they that are beginning to serve God, for the 

fermentations of the wine of their love are taking place wholly without, in their senses, since they have not 
yet settled on the lees of weak and imperfect sense, and the strength of their love resides only in its 
sweetness. These lovers ordinarily derive the strength to work from sweetness of sense, and by this 
sweetness they are moved, so that such love as theirs cannot be trusted until its fermentations and coarse 
tastes of sense are over. For, even as these fermentations and heats of sense can incline the soul to good and 
perfect love and serve it as a good means thereto, when the lees of its imperfection have settled, even so it 
is very easy in these beginnings, when these tastes are still new, for the wine of love to fail and be spoiled 
as soon as fervor and sweetness of new things have failed. And these new lovers always have yearnings and 
fatigues caused by love, which come from the senses; it is meet for them to temper their draught, for, if 
they are very active while the wine is still fermenting, their natures will be ruined. These yearnings and 
fatigues of love are the taste of the new wine, which, as we said, is rough and sharp, and not sweetened as 
yet by perfect preparation, after which these yearnings of love will cease, as we shall shortly say. 

‘The new friend is as new wine; it shall grow old and thou shalt drink it with pleasure’ [Eccles.ix.10]. 
Wherefore old lovers, which are they that are practiced and proved in the service of the Spouse, are like old 
wine which has settled on the lees, so that it no longer has those fermentations of the senses, or those fires 
and storms of fermentation from without; the sweetness of the wine can be tasted in its substance, now that 
it is fermented and settled within the soul, and its taste is no longer in the senses, as with new lovers, but in 
the substance and savor of the spirit and truth in its works. And in these souls there shall be no savors or 
fervors of sense, neither do they desire to experience them; for he that has his taste settled upon sense has 
often perforce to suffer pains and displeasures of sense. And since these old lovers have no sweetness that 
has its roots in sense, they have no more yearnings and pains of love in sense and soul; and thus it is a 
marvel if these old friends fail God, for they are already far above that which might make them fail—
namely, the lower senses—and in them the wine of love is not only fermented and purged of its lees, but is 
also seasoned with the spices, which, as we said, are virtues in perfection, and allow it not to go bad like 
new wine. ‘Forsake not the old friend, for the new will not be like to him’ [Eccles.ix.10]. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza XVI.9-10  
  
Speaking now in a natural way, the soul that desires to consider it will be able to see how on this road 

(we leave apart the spiritual aspect, of which the soul is not conscious) it has to suffer many ups and downs, 
and how the prosperity which it enjoys is followed immediately by certain storms and trials; so much so, 
that it appears to have been given that period of calm in order that it might be forewarned and strengthened 
against the poverty which has followed; just as after misery and torment there come abundance and calm. It 
seems to the soul as if, before celebrating that festival, it has first been made to keep that vigil. This is the 
ordinary course and proceeding of the state of contemplation until the soul arrives at the state of quietness; 
it never remains in the same state for long together, but is ascending and descending continually. 

The reason for this is that, as the state of perfection, which consists in the perfect love of God and 
contempt for self, cannot exist unless it have these two parts, which are the knowledge of God and of 
oneself, the soul has of necessity to be practiced first in the one and then in the other, now being given to 
taste of the one—that is, exaltation—and now being made to experience the other—that is, humiliation—
until it has acquired perfect habits; and then this ascending and descending will cease, since the soul will 
have attained to God and become united with Him, which comes to pass at the summit of this ladder, for 
the ladder rests and leans upon Him. For this ladder of contemplation, which, as we have said, comes down 
from God, is prefigured by that ladder which Jacob saw as he slept, whereon angels were ascending and 
descending, from God to man, and from man to God, Who Himself was leaning upon the end of the ladder 
[Gen.xxviii.12]. All this took place by night, when Jacob slept, in order to express how secret is this road 
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and ascent to God, and how different from that of man’s knowledge. This is very evident, since ordinarily 
that which is of the greatest profit in it—namely, to be ever losing oneself and becoming as nothing—is 
considered the worst thing possible; and that which is of least worth, which is for a soul to find consolation 
and sweetness (wherein it ordinarily loses rather than gains), is considered best. 

But, speaking now somewhat more substantially and properly of this ladder of secret contemplation, we 
shall observe that the principal characteristic of contemplation, on account of which it is here called a 
ladder, is that it is the science of love. This, as we have said, is an infused and loving knowledge of God, 
which enlightens the soul and at the same time enkindles it with love, until it is raised up step by step, even 
unto God its Creator. For it is love alone that unites and joins the soul with God. 

‘Dark Night of the Soul’ bk.II ch.XVIII.3-5  
  
 
The first effect is the awakening of God in the soul, and the means whereby this is produced are those 

of gentleness and love. The second effect is the breathing of God in the soul and the means thereof are in 
the blessing and glory that are communicated to the soul in this breathing. And that which is produced 
thereby in the soul is a delicate and tender inspiration of love. 

‘Living Flame of Love’ (second redaction) Stanza IV (Exposition)  
  
 
The stairs of a staircase have naught to do with the top of it and the abode to which it leads, yet are 

means to the reaching of both; and if the climber left not behind the stairs below him until there were no 
more to climb, but desired to remain upon any one of them, he would never reach the top of them nor 
would he mount to the pleasant and peaceful room which is the goal. And just so the soul that is to attain in 
this life to the union of that supreme repose and blessing, by means of all these stairs of meditations, forms 
and ideas, must pass through them and have done with them, since they have no resemblance and bear no 
proportion to the goal to which they lead, which is God. … 

For, the farther the soul progresses in spirituality, the more it ceases from the operation of the faculties 
in particular acts, since it becomes more and more occupied in one act that is general and pure; and thus the 
faculties that were journeying to a place whither the soul has arrived cease to work, even as the feet stop 
and cease to move when their journey is over. For if all were motion, one would never arrive, and if all 
were means, where or when would come the fruition of the end and goal? … 

To such as these [who have arrived] the advice must be given to learn to abide attentively and wait 
lovingly upon God in that state of quiet, and to pay no heed either to imagination or to its working; for here, 
as we say, the faculties are at rest, and are working, not actively, but passively, by receiving that which God 
works in them; and, if they work at times, it is not with violence or with carefully elaborated meditation, 
but with sweetness of love, moved less by the ability of the soul itself than by God. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.II ch.XII.5,6,8  
  
This is the great joy of this awakening, namely to know creatures in God, and not God in His creatures: 

this is to know effects in their cause, and not cause by its effects. 
‘Living Flame’ iv. 5  

  
 

Will, relation to understanding 
  
Here it is to be known, with respect to the saying of some that the will cannot love, save what the 

understanding first understands, that this has to be understood after a natural manner; for in the way of 
nature it is impossible to love if one understands not first that which one is to love; but in the supernatural 
way God can readily infuse love and increase it without infusing or increasing distinct knowledge, as is 
given to be understood in the passage quoted. And this is the experience of many spiritual persons, who 
oftentimes find themselves burning in the love of God without having a more distinct knowledge of Him 
than aforetime; for they can understand little and love much, and they can understand much and love little. 
… And thus the will can drink of love without the understanding drinking anew of knowledge. 

‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza XVII.6  
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Wine (and vineyard) 
  
The vineyard is the nursery of all the virtues, which is in the soul and which gives to the soul a wine of 

sweet savor. 
‘Spiritual Canticle (first redaction)’ Stanza XXV  

  
 

Work, done only on/by oneself 
  
See that you meddle not in the affairs of others, nor even allow them to pass through your memory, for 

perchance you will be unable to fulfill your own task. 
‘Spiritual Sentences and Maxims’ 58  

  
 

Work, important in small things 
  
For little things, in time, become great; and from small beginning there comes in the end a great matter, 

even as a spark suffices to set a mountain on fire and to burn up the whole world. And let him never be 
self-confident because his attachment is small, and fail to uproot it instantly because he thinks that he will 
do so later. For if, when it is so small and in its beginnings, he has not the courage to make an end of it, 
how does he suppose, and presume, that he will be able to do so when it is great and more deeply rooted. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XX.1  
  
 

Work, independent of place 
  
Wherefore, although churches and pleasant places are set apart and furnished for prayer (for a church 

must not be used for aught else), yet, for a matter as intimate as converse held with God, one should choose 
that place which gives sense the least occupation and the least encouragement. And thus it must not be a 
place that is pleasant and delectable to sense (like the places that some habitually contrive to find), for 
otherwise, instead of the recollection of the spirit in God, naught will be achieved save recreation and 
pleasure and delight of sense. Wherefore it is good to choose a place that is solitary, and even wild, so that 
the spirit may resolutely and directly soar upward to God, and not be hindered or detained by visible things; 
for, although these sometimes help to raise up the spirit, it is better to forget them at once and to rest in 
God. … 

The truly spiritual man, then, is never tied to a place of prayer because of its suitability in this way or in 
that, nor does he even consider such a thing, for, if he did so, he would still be tied to sense. But, to the end 
that he may attain interior recollection, and forget everything, he chooses the places most free from sensible 
objects and attractions, withdrawing his attention from all these, that he may be able to rejoice in his God 
and be far removed from all things created. 

‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.III ch.XXXIX.2-3  
  
 

Work, must go on to life's end 
  
For it is well known that, on this road, not to go forward is to turn back, and not to be gaining is to be 

losing. 
‘Ascent of Mount Carmel’ bk.1 ch.XI  

  
 

Work, summary/overview 
  
If you wish to attain the divine life, you must cast away every satisfaction, temporal and spiritual, 

forgetting the things which are behind and stretching forward to the things which are ahead. 
"Cosmic Consciousness", from ‘Dark Night of the Soul’  
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On this road, therefore, to abandon one's own way is to enter on the true way, or, to speak more 
correctly, to pass onwards to the goal; and to forsake one's own way is to enter on that which has none, 
namely, God. For the soul that attains to this state has no ways or methods of its own, neither does it nor 
can it lean upon anything of the kind. I mean ways of understanding, perceiving, or feeling, though it has 
all ways at the same time, as one who possessing nothing, yet possesses everything. For the soul 
courageously resolved on passing, interiorly and exteriorly, beyond the limits of its own nature, enters 
illimitably within the supernatural, which has no measure, but contains all measure imminently within 
itself. To arrive there is to depart hence, going away, out of oneself, as far as possible from this vile state to 
that which is the highest of all. Therefore, rising above all that may be known and understood, temporally 
and spiritually, the soul must earnestly desire to reach that which in this life cannot be known, and which 
the heart cannot conceive; and, leaving behind all actual and possible taste and feeling of sense and spirit, 
must desire earnestly to arrive at that which transcends all sense and all feeling. In order that the soul may 
be free and unembarrassed for this end it must in no wise attach itself to anything it may receive in the 
sense or spirit, but esteem such as of much less importance. For the more importance the soul attributes to 
what it understands, feels and imagines, and the greater the estimation it holds it in, whether it be spiritual 
or not, the more it detracts from the supreme good, and the greater will be its delay in attaining to it. On the 
other hand, the less that it esteems all that it may have in comparison with the supreme good, the more does 
it magnify and esteem the supreme good, and consequently the greater the progress towards it. In this way 
the soul draws nearer and nearer to the divine union, in darkness, by the way of faith, which, though it be 
also obscure, yet sends forth a marvelous light. Certainly, if the soul will see, it thereby becomes instantly 
more blind as to God, than he who should attempt to gaze upon the sun shining in its strength. On this road, 
therefore, to have our own faculties in darkness is to see the light. 

"Cosmic Consciousness", from 'Ascent of Mount Carmel'  
  
 

Worship, and adoration 
  
Let the faithful soul take care that, whilst contemplating an image, the senses be not absorbed in it, 

whether it be material or in the imagination, and whether the devotion it excites be spiritual or sensible. Let 
him … venerate the image as the Church commands and lift up his mind at once from the material image to 
those whom it represents. He who shall do this, will never be deluded. 

quoted in "Mystical Element of Religion", by Von Hügel 
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